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UNIVERSAL QED CORRECTIONS TO POLARIZEDELECTRON SCATTERING IN HIGHER ORDERS�Johannes Blümlein and Hiroyuki KawamuraDeutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron, DESYPlatanenallee 6, 15738 Zeuthen, Germany(Reeived July 22, 2002)We derive QED radiators for the universal orretions to polarized ele-tron sattering. To 5th order in the oupling onstant the �avor non-singletand singlet ontributions are alulated. We derive the non-singlet and sin-glet exponentiation of the leading terms / (� ln2(x))k to all orders.PACS numbers: 12.20.Ds 1. IntrodutionQED orretions to di�erential ross setions an be quite large in somekinemati regions both in deep inelasti sattering [1℄ and e+e� sattering.Besides of the proess-dependent radiative QED orretions in all the sat-tering proesses lasses of universal ontributions emerge, whih, when havingbeen known one at high preision have not to be alulated again, but anjust be used in novel appliations. These ontributions may be attributed toradiation from outer legs (light fermions) and orrespond to those due to (i)leading order mass fatorization and (ii) the resummation of leading orderuniversal ontributions / (� ln2(x))k to all orders. The latter terms formuniversal piees in the higher order anomalous dimension matries [2�5℄. InRef. [6℄ we derived the orretions and give a brief summary here.2. Complete leading order solutions to O(�5)Unlike the ase for parton distributions in QCD the evolution equationsannot be solved simply numerially sine the soures are / Æ(1 � x), theMellin transforms of whih show no damping behaviour as Re(N) ! �1.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3719)



3720 J. Blümlein, H. KawamuraTherefore the orresponding Mellin onvolutions have to be arried out an-alytially. All onvolution integrals to be used are given in [6℄. We de�nenon-singlet and singlet distribution funtions for the eletron, DNS(a; x) =De�(a; x)�De+(a; x); De�(a; x) = De�(a; x)+De+(a; x), with a = �=(4�).The singlet distribution mixes with the photon distribution D(a; x) underevolution. 2.1. The non-singlet aseWe alulate the Mellin onvolution in x spae term by term using theMellin transformation of Nielsen and related funtions [6,7℄. Using di�erenttehniques these ontributions were also alulated in [8, 9℄. A very om-pat result an be obtained using both soft-photon exponentiation and theasymptoti solution at small x [10℄ for all orders :DNS(x; �) = "exp[�=2(3=4 � E)℄� (1 + �=2) �2 (1� x)�=2�12I1 �(�� ln(x))1=2�[�� ln(x)℄1=2� 1Xn=0��2�n 	n(x)#+: (1)The funtions 	k(x) are given by	0(x) = 1 + x2 ; (2)	1(x) = �12 �(1� x)2 + x2 ln(x)� ; (3)	2(x) = 14(1� x) [1� x� x ln(x) + (1 + x)Li2(1� x)℄ ; (4)	3(x) = � 148(6(1� x2)[2Li3(1� x) + Li2(1� x)℄ + 5(x� 1)2+ 112x2 ln3(x) + (1 + 7x2)[ln(x)Li2(1� x) + 2S1;2(1� x)℄��12 + 6x� 132 x2� ln(x)) ; (5)	4(x) = 196((1� x2)"24Li4(1� x) + 12Li3(1� x)� 52S1;3(1� x)�12S2;2(1� x)� 32 ln(x)S1;2(1� x)� 14 ln2(x)Li2(1� x)#+4(1 + x2)Li22(1� x) + 7Li2(1� x)



Universal QED Corretions to Polarized Eletron Sattering . . . 3721+2(1 + 7x2) ln(x)Li3(1� x)��34 + 5x� 234 x2� ln(x)� 112x(1� x) ln3(x)� 148x2 ln4(x) + (1� x)2 �72 + 18 ln2(x)�+(1� 8x+ 7x2)"ln(x)Li2(1� x) + 2S1;2(1� x)#) : (6)Here � = (2=�) R sm2e(ds0=s0)�(s0). These results agree with Ref. [8℄.2.2. The singlet aseSine there is no exponentiation formula in the singlet ase, the evolutionequations annot be redued to a simple form as in the non-singlet ase andterm by term onvolution forms the �nal result.The singlet distribution for eletrons is given in matrix form as,D�(a; x) = Es(a; x)
� Æ(1� x)0 � : (7)Here
 indiates both matrix multipliation and Mellin onvolution. Es(a; x)is the evolution operator given byEs(x; �) = 1 Æ(1 � x) + 1Xk=1 1k! P (k)0 (x)�� 1�0 ln� aa0��k ; (8)P (k)0 (x) = 
kl=1P 0 : (9)The Mellin onvolutions an be separated into the non-singlet part and apure singlet part for the fermions. The expressions are rather lengthly andare given in Ref. [6℄ in expliit form.3. Resummation of small x logarithmsThe resummation of the terms / �n log2n(z) is arried out using infraredevolution equations [11℄. Appliations to QCD evolution were onsidered in[2,3℄ and for unpolarized QED in [5℄. The ontributions under onsiderationform the most singular parts of the anomalous dimensions in the respetiveorder as x! 0 and have to be treated as suh in the evolution equations.



3722 J. Blümlein, H. Kawamura3.1. Non-singlet aseThe leading double-log terms in non-singlet evolution kernel are given inMellin spae by1M[PNS; x! 0℄(N; a) = N2 8<:1�vuut1 + 8aN2 "1� 2r1� 8aN2#9=; ; (10)whih are onverted into x spae using serial representations. The solutionis given by DNS;x!0(z) = 1Xk=0 k sZm2e dq2q2 ak+1(q2) log2k(z) : (11)The oe�ients k agree with those of Ref. [5℄.3.2. The singlet aseIn the singlet ase the small x leading double log kernel in given byP (x; a)x!0 = 1Xl=0 P (l)x!0al+1 ln2l(x) = 18�2M�1 [F 0(N; a)℄ (x) ; (12)where the matrix F 0(N; a) is determined byF 0(N; a) = 16�2 aNM0 � 8aN2F 8(N; a)G0 + 18�2 1N F 20(N; a) ; (13)F 8(N; a) = 4�2 1�r1� 8aN2!M 8 ; (14)with the matriesM0 = � 1 �22 0 � ; M8 = � 1 �10 0 � ; G0 = � 1 00 0 � : (15)Solving these equations we obtain2P (0)z!0 = � 2 �44 0 � ; P (1)z!0 = � 2 �44 0 � ; � � � (16)1 Note that none of these representations exhibits poles in N but only branh uts.2 Similar to a result found for QCD in [3℄, the o� diagonal elements of these matriesare equal up to their sign.



Universal QED Corretions to Polarized Eletron Sattering . . . 3723In the singlet ase, the resummed evolution equation annot easily be solvedanalytially sine the kernels in di�erent orders do not ommute in generaland one has to take into aount a larger number of terms. However, unlikethe ase in the �xed-order iteration, the Mellin transform of ln2k(x) is suit-ably damped as Re(N)! �1. The singlet solution is obtained in terms ofthe U�matrix formalism, see e.g. [4b℄. The U -matrix is obtained orderby order in Mellin spae as,�Uk(N); P 0(N)�0 � = P k�0 + k�1Xi=1 P i(N)U i(N) + kUk(N) ; (17)where P k are the most singular anomalous dimension matries / ln2k(x).After having solved these equations the result is used to perturb around EsDs(a;N) =  1+ 1Xk=0 akUk(N)! Es(a; a0; N) 1+ 1Xk=0 ak0 Uk(N)!�1: (18)4. SummaryWe alulated the universal QED orretions to hard sattering proessesdue to light fermions for the non-singlet and singlet hannels. The leadingorder solution was evaluated up to O(�5) in analyti form. The universalontributions / (� ln2(x))k are found in terms of analyti series expansionsto all orders and are ombined with the foregoing orretions numerially.More details of the alulation and results are given in Ref. [6℄.REFERENCES[1℄ D. Bardin et al., Z. Phys. C42, 679 (1989); C44, 149 (1989); J. Blümlein,Z. Phys. C47, 89 (1990); C65, 293 (1995); Phys. Lett. 271, 267 (1991);D. Bardin et al. Nul. Phys. B506, 295 (1997); A. Arbuzov et al., Comput.Phys. Commun. 94, 128 (1996).[2℄ J. Blümlein, A. Vogt, Phys. Lett. B386, 350 (1996); Ata Phys. Pol. B27,1309 (1996).[3℄ J. Blümlein, A. Vogt, Phys. Lett. B370, 149 (1996).[4℄ J. Blümlein, A. Vogt, Phys. Rev. D57, 1 (1998); D58, 014020 (1998);J. Blümlein, hep-ph/9909449 and referenes therein.[5℄ J. Blümlein, S. Riemersma, A. Vogt, Eur. Phys. J. C1, 255 (1998).[6℄ J. Blümlein, H. Kawamura, DESY 02-016.
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